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The current situation is challenging

The tourism sector has been the hardest hit by the pandemic and will possibly take the longest to recover. It needs to undergo a
transformation, focusing on safety, digitalisation and sustainability.
No signs of recovery were noted following the summer and no clear improvement is expected until well into 2021. The hotel sector therefore
faces the major challenge of ensuring business continuity. The situation is forcing a recourse to public funds and funding through credit and,
in some cases, asset sales. Some groups have additionally been seen renegotiating the terms and conditions of their lease contracts. Data
from the Q3 2020 Hotel Barometer (produced by Cushman & Wakefield and STR) highlights a fall in occupancy of 56,6% for Spain as a
whole in comparison with the third quarter of 2019, hotels remaining open (some 37% of the total) having an average occupancy of 33%
during the first nine months of 2020.

Occupancy at an all-time low throughout Spain

The low, or, in some cases, zero occupancy, has led to the closure of some hotel establishments. Just 25% of Barcelona’s hotel offering
opened their doors in summer and, in some cases, not for the entire season. Other consolidated destinations with strong demand at this
time of the year, such as the Balearic and Canary Islands and the Costa del Sol, have found themselves in the same position. Having said
that, some segments such as rural tourism and low-cost chains have maintained or even improved their performance thanks to domestic
tourism.

Investment decision-making slows down

Hotel investment in Spain enjoyed an outstanding cycle from 2017-2019, though this has slowed down as a result of the pandemic.
Nevertheless, interest on the part of investors and family offices remains very much present. The momentum of the market is driving
investors to reorganise their assets and investment groups such as Azora, Millenium Hotels and RHL Properties remain committed to the
sector, identifying investment opportunities in the short term.
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Whilst investors are waiting for price corrections, the market is still holding out.

During the 2017-2019 expansion phase, hotel assets saw a rise in prices which, in some leading destinations, squeezed yields for investors
to a minimum. A degree of adjustment was foreseeable by the end of 2019. Investors are even more eagerly anticipating this correction on
the heels of the pandemic. Investor activity could resume as soon as the gap narrows between buyer and vendor expectations. Although we
cannot expect huge discounts, corrections of around 20% could be on the cards.
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TYPE

BUYER

VENDOR

No. ROOMS

SALE PRICE
(€m)

LOCATION

Edition Hotel

Hotel

Archer Hotel Capital

KKH and Perella
Weinberg

200

220

Madrid

H10 Punta Negra

Hotel

Mandarin Oriental

Confidential

135

135

Balearic Is.

Hotel

Apollo Global RE

Lopesan Group

724

103

Canary Is.

Hotel

Commerz Real

Inmobiliaria Valtiendos

-

64.4

Madrid

40

Cordoba and San
Sebastian

PROPERTY

Abora Buenaventur
Zleep Hotel
Portfolio - Millenium

Hotel

Millenium Group

Confidential

Sources: Real Capital Analytics, Cushman & Wakefield Research.
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